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BASKETBALL ACTION — Men and Womens team are 
pictured in recent games in the Field house. 
Job Interviews Schedule of 
Recruiting Increasing at PV 
A large number of recruiters 
representing many of the 
nation's major business firms 
are scheduled on campus 
throughout the next two 
months. 
The schedule is particularly 
heavy during the next two 
weeks. 
Placement office officials are 
urging students to take 
advantage of the opportunities 
to meet and talk with 
company representatives who 
are looking for prospective 
employers. 
The Panther calls your 
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Among U. S.  Col leges  and Universit ies  — 
PV Students listed In Who's Who 
ALCOA FOUNDATION AWARD - H. W. Brooks, 
personnel manager at Alcoa is shown presenting $10,000 check 
to President A. I. Thomas for university development. Career 
planning and placement director Brutus Jackson is pictured at 
left. 
Black Awareness  -
February is Major 
Activities Month 
The month of February 1979 
is shaping up as one of the 
busiest during the academic 
year. 
It is Brotherhood and Race 
Relations month, plus Valen­
tine Day and a lot of 
basketball. Mix together 
"Black History Month" or 
Week and you have plenty 
going on. 
At PV, the month really gets 
underway with the Annual 
Ministers Conference, sche­
duled the year on February 6-7. 
Several outstanding visiting 
church leaders are slated to 
speak at various session during 
the two-day meeting. 
Black History month is 
expected to increase the 
presentation of such programs 
as dramatic productions art 
exhibits and various cultural 
programs. 
Job Market  Featured -
Insider Magazine to Be 
Panther February Supplement 
A 24-page full color 
supplement entitled Ford's 
Insider, "Career Close-up: An 
Inside Look at Today's Job 
Market" will appear in the 
Panther in February. 
This supplement is one of a 
continuing series named Insid­
er sponsored by Ford Division 
of Ford Motor Company in 
their efforts to provide services 
to college students. 
Each issue of Ford's Insider 
is designed to deal in depth 
with one feature topic of 
interest to college students. 
This issue at the job market — 
how it changes and what it 
holds for college graduates in a 
variety of fields. 
For starters, "Job Evolution" 
examines some of the key forces 
that are creating new types of 
jobs while turning scores of 
others into dinosaurs. "News 
from the Workplace" high­
lights some of the day-to-day 
details of life on the job. "Their 
Work Is Play" talks with six 
young people in highly unusual 
jobs — while "Your First Job"' 
discusses some of the big 
changes and adjustments that 
nearly every new worker has to 
face. And for a final overview, 
there's "Career Forecast!' a 
look at the trends and growth 
areas in eight major career 
fields. 
Each issue of Ford's Insider 
is edited and designed 
exclusively for insertion in 
college newspapers by 13-30 
Corporation, Knoxville, Ten­
nessee, for the Ford Motor 
Company. 
The 1978-79 edition of 
Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities and 
Colleges will carry the names of 
49 students from Prairie View 
A&M University, Prairie View, 
Texas who have been selected 
as being amoung the country's 
most outstanding campus 
leaders. 
Campus nominating com­
mittees and editors of the 
annual directory have included 
the names of these students 
based on their academic 
achievement, service to the 
community, leadership in 
extracurricular activities and 
future potential. 
They join an elite group of 
students selected from more 
than 1,000 institutions of 
higher learning in all 50 states, 
the District of Columbia and 
several foreign nations. 
Outstanding students have 
been honored in the annual 
directory since it was first 
published in 1934. 
Students named this year 
from Prairie View A&M 
University are: Waheed A. Alii, 
Kathy S. Bigsby, Rhonda H. 
Bouyer, Rachel Buckner, Quin-
tin Bullock, Brenda Childers, 
Jerry Daniels, Jiles P. Daniels, 
Clara Davis, Hulen Davis. Jr., 
George Dawson, Omega F. 
Elmore, Lorn Gaitwood, Karen 
Johnson, Pamela Jones, Larry 
D. Martin, Obe Nylander, 
Cynthialynn Patterson. Carl 
Piatt, Renee Price, Debra Ross, 
Penny Songy, Beverly J. Teal, 
Willie Tempton. Cynthia E. 
Thomas, Barbara D. Tomp­
kins. Vweiser Turner, Jr.. 
Corina Watson, Doretha 
Woods, Shaune E. Tubbs, 
Timmie A. Neal, Drusilla 
Cockrell, Barry DeBose, Debra 
Hill, Obiora B. Ifejoku, Tony 
A. Jones, Rachel McBride, 
Alice Pendleton, Linda A. 
Powell, Ingrid Proctor, Sharon 
Singleterry, Dorothy Upton, 
Angel Lenord, Renita J. Igures. 
Lance Alexander, McKerl 
Elliott. Rickey L. Gaines. 
James E. Scott, Cheryl Wilson. 
Ministers Conference Set February 6-7 
Bishop O. T. Jones 
Dr. Bernilee Faison 
ministers of all religious faiths 
will be coming to Prairie View 
A&M University for its 
twenty-first annual Ministers' 
Conference on February 6-7. 
The conference theme is 
"Christianity and Cultism — A 
Modern Day Dilemma." 
Guest speakers scheduled 
Tuesday, February 6, include 
Bishop O. T. Jones, Holy 
Temple Church of God in 
Christ, Philadelphia. Pennsyl­
vania; Reverend James A. 
Covington. BeBee Tabernacle 
CME Church, Houston. Texas, 
and Dr. Bernilee Faison, Zion 
Hill Baptist Church, Los 
Angeles, California. 
The speaker for the second 
general session is Dr. Terry M. 
Batts. Sardis Primitive Baptist 
Church, Cleveland, Ohio. 
The annual Ministers' Con­
vocation will be held at 9:30 
a.m. on Wednesday, February 
7 in the University Field House. 
The speaker for the occasion is 
Reverend Robert L. Pruitt, 
pastor of the Metropolitan 
AME Church, Washington, 
D.C. 
Reverend Otis Moss, Jr., 
Olivet Institutional Baptist 
Church, Cleveland, Ohio, will 
speak at the closing luncheon 
session at noon Wednesday. 
Dr. E. Stanley Branch is 
serving as conference chairman 
and Rev. W. Van Johnson is 
conference director. 
Outstanding Visiting Leaders 
Scheduled As Speakers 
Rev. James A. Covington 
' : * K 
Dr. Jerry M. Batts Rev. Otis Moss, Jr. 
Rev. Robert L. Pruitt 
Black History Month Begins February 1st 
TWO 
Federal Career System Chancellor 
Day Set for 
February 16 Dr. Jack Williams Resigns 
THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER 
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The Fourth Annual Federal 
Government Career Day is 
scheduled to be held at the 
University on February 16 from 
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Division of Career Education 
and Placement services in 
cooperation with the Houston 
Area Office of the United 
States Civil Service Commis­
sion and the Texas Gulf Coast 
Government Recruiting Coun­
cil. The public is invited and 
there is no cost involved. 
According to Jerome L. 
Pinkston, associate director for 
Technical placement, the 
objective of Career Day is to 
maximize Prairie View stu­
dents' opportunities for federal 
employment. In order to meet 
this objective the placement 
office will provide for on-the-
spot registration for the PACE 
examination. 
Dr. Jack K. Williams 
resigned Tuesday as chancellor 
of The Texas A&M University 
System. 
Williams made his an­
nouncement at the conclusion 
of a regular business meeting of 
the board of regents. He 
expressed a desire to take a 
six-month leave of absence and 
then "resume a teaching career 
that I left several years ago!' 
He said he probably would 
teach at Texas A&M. He 
taught American history at 
Clemson University earlier in 
his career. 
Clyde H. Wells, who earlier 
in the meeting had been elected 
to a sixth consecutive two-year 
term as board of regents 
chairman,said he learned of 
Williams' plans just prior to the 
morning session. 
Noting that Williams is 
"looked upon as a statesman in 
We're looking for the best 
graduates in the nation. 
That's why we're interviewing 
at Prairie View A&M. 
We've grown because we've made it a practice 
to employ the brightest, most capable people 
available. Which is exactly why we're 
coming here. 
We're Halliburton Services, the largest oil 
field service company in the world. We provide a 
full range of highly technical, extremely complex 
services to the petroleum and other industries. 
This visit, we're interviewing for positions in the 
following area of our business: 
Research and Development 
A major reason for Halliburton's leadership position is the 
constant flow of new products, techniques, and procedures 
from Research and Development Department. The 
departments are widely recognized as both the most 
productive and the largest of their type in the world. The 
departments function in four basic areas—Chemical, 
Mechanical, Electrical, and Tools. 
Several different professional disciplines are required. 
In R&D you'll be given responsibility for a complete project. 
Eventually you'll even initiate your own projects. You'll have 
primary responsibility for the project, including technical 
support personnel, development, testing, introduction to the 
field, and coordination of the finished product with 
manufacturing. It is a position that requires an individual 
with a unique understanding of how to practically apply 
theoretical concepts, able to communicate with field 
personnel, and who enjoys the challenge of expanding an 
entire industry's technological base. 
Sign up now at placement office. 
On campus interviews 
February 9. 
Halliburton Services personnel will be on campus 
to interview candidates for positions in this area: 
Research & Development 
Geophysics, Physics, Nuclear Physics, Rock Mechanics, 
Computer Science, Chemistry, Geology; Chemical, 
Geological, Petroleum, Reservoir, Nuclear, Mechanical, 
Aeronautical, Agricultural, and Electrical Engineering. 
If you are unable to interview when we're 
on campus, please send a copy of your resume to: 
Bill Baker, Recruiting Coordinator, 
Drawer 1431, Duncan OK 73533. 
£ HALLIBURTON SERVICES 
Duncan, Okla. 73533 
A HALLIBURTON Company 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
Dr. Jack Williams 
Returns to Coaching 
higher education!' Wells 
thanked him for the "contribu­
tions you have made to higher 
education in Texas!' 
Williams, 58, was named 
president of both Texas A&M 
University and The Texas 
A&M University System in 
1970 and was elevated to the 
system chancellorship May 24, 
1977. He served as the first 
commissioner of the Coordina­
ting Board, Texas College and 
University System from 1966 
until 1968, and was instrumen­
tal in founding the agency 
which has a major role in 
guiding higher education 
throughout the state. 
Prior to moving into the 
chancellorship. Dr. Williams 
had a series of heart-related 
problems which resulted in 
open-heart surgery in mid-
1976. 
The regents formally granted 
Williams' request for a leave of 
absence and delegated to the 
board chairman, on a 
temporary basis, the authority 
normally delegated to the 
chancellor. 
Regents Chairman Wells 
also was authorized to appoint 
a committee of the board to 
search for prospects to be 
considered for the chancellor­
ship. 
Wells' re-election as board 
chairman followed his re-ap-
pointment earlier this month to 
a fourth six-ver term on the 
governing board for the 
statewide teaching, research 
and public service institution. 
A rancher and businessman, he 
resides in Granbury and has 
offices in Dallas. 
H. C. Bell, Jr. was elected 
vice chairman of the nine-
member board. The Austin 
businessman and former 
chamber of commerce presi­
dent, currently serving his 
second term, succeeds Richard 
A. Goodson of Dallas who, 
along with Mrs. Wilmer Smith 
of Wilson, retired from the 
panel. 
Tuesday's meeting was the 
first for Norman N. Moser of 
DeKalb and Royce E. 
Wisenbaker of Tyler who were 
appointed at the same time 
Wells was re-appointed. Ap­
pointments of the trio, all 
Texas A&M graduates, were 
confirmed by the Senate last 
week. Sen. William T. "Bill" 




Prospective teachers who 
plan to take the National 
Teacher Examinations on 
February 17, 1979 at Prairie 
View A&M University were 
reminded today that they have 
less than two weeks to register 
with Educational Testing 
Service (ETS) of Princeton, NJ. 
Dr. George H. Stafford, 
Director Counseling Services 
said registrations should be 
mailed in time to reach ETS no 
later than January 25 when 
regular registration closes. A 
penalty fee of $5 is charged for 
registrations received at ETS 
after January 25 but prior to 
January31. After January 31 
registrations will not be 
accepted for the February 
administration. Registration 
forms and instructions may be 
obtained from Dr. Stafford, 
Room 111 NCR Bldg. or 
directly from the National 
Teacher Examinations, ETS, 
Box 911, Princeton, NJ 08541. 
On-the-spot registration is not 
permitted. 
During the one-day testing 
session, a registrant may take 
the Common Examinations, 
which include tests in profes­
sional and genera] education, 
plus one of the 26 Area 
Examinations designed to 
probe knowledge of particular 
subject matter and teaching 
methods. 
Once registered, each candi­
date wil receive an admission 
ticket and notification of the 
exact location of the center at 
which to report. Those taking 
the Common Examinations will 
report at 8:30 a.m., and finish 
at about 12:30 p.m.. Dr. 
Stafford said. Area Examina­
tion are scheduled from 1:30 
p.m. to about 4:15 p.m. 
SUN 
Distinguished Service A ward 
Dr. Coleman Mrs. Gordon 
Dr. John B. Coleman, M.D. and Mrs. Thelma Gordon, 
Director, Jackson Funeral Home will receive the distinguish 
service award during the twenty-first annual ministers' 
conference at Prairie View A&M University on February 6-7, 
1979. The award is being presented to these two distinguished 
persons for their outstanding leadership in our eforts to 
construct an All Faiths CHapel at Prairie View A&M 
University. Also for their contribution in civic, religious and 
educational endeavors. Both persons are from Houston. 
Ministers Conference Leaders 
Rev. E. Standley Branch 
Conference Chairman 
Rev. W. Van Johnson 
Conference Director 
The ranch called San 
Bartolome established about 
1753 in present Karnes and 
Wilson counties is possibly the 
site of the first ranch in Texas. 





Will interview on compus 
on 
FEBRUARY 6, 1979 
PLACEMENT OFFICE 
MEMORIAL CENTER 
-« .* V -• -a •> * SW.+ .> * • 4 ^ ^ 
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ENGINEERING 
SENIORS 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation is one of the Nation's 
leading engineering firms. Our goal is to continue to 
excell by developing state-of-the-art methods and 
equipment. 
Together with other engineers, you can contribute to 
the development of Advanced Electronic Systems and 
Mechanical Systems by using the most advanced 
techniques. 
You have spent several years to attain your 
degree—spend 30 minutes with a McDonnell Douglas 
representative and let us show you how to turn that 
degree into a career. 
The McDonnell Douglas Representative will be at 
your campus on: 
Monday 
February 5, 1979 
Make an appointment through your Placement Office 
to talk to us about your future. 
/IfCDO/V/V / 
An Equal  Opportunity Employer 
U.S.  Cit izenship Required 
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Let's Support The Panthers 
By Bennie Brown 
As the spring semester gets 
underway, more and more 
athletic events will be occurring 
on campus. It is my hope that 
these events such as basketball, 
baseball, track, tennis, etc. will 
again receive the fan support it 
has received in the past. 
If the Panthers are to be 
successful in any sport this 
year, the student body and 
faculty must play their part as 
well in helping to achieve this 
goal. 
My solution is for every able 
body to come out to the games 
or events in full forces and yell, 
scream, or whatever it takes to 
cheer the Panthers on. And in 
your spare time go over and 
watch the players practice, get 
involved as much as you can. 
Just look around you and 
except the fact that Prairie 
View has the best fan support 
of any university around. 
This is a new year, a new 
beginning, so I'm urging 
everyone to become a part of 
Panthermania. 
Black Awareness 
How many of you know that 
February is Black History 
Month? If you did know, you 
would be surprised to know 
how many of your fellow 
students don't, and worse yet, 
don't even care to know. In a 
university in which the vast 
majority of the students are 
black, I think it is a shame that 
so little is done to promote an 
increase in black awareness. 
In this month each one of us 
should do something to 
increase our black awareness. 
Maybe some people in each 
department could set up a 
display or decorate a bulletin 
board. A stop by the library to 
A Tribute To Dr.  Martin Luther King 
/#  Then My Living Will Not Be In Vain" 
AKA Wants to  Know — 
What is the Future of 
Black America? 
By Beatrice "Super Bea"Moore 
It was just only a little over a 100 years ago that it was 
against the law of many states to teach a Black to read or write, 
and who can say that even now there is a public commitment to 
provide equal advantages and equal educational opportunity of a 
kind to make up for the generations of educational 
improverishments imposed upon Black families in the past? We 
say that neither the total community nor the Black community 
has moved fast enough to obtain educational justice for the 
Black. The whole American community suffers from the 
inadequate development of Black youth who are potential 
professionals. 
It is only now that the movement has seen greater results, 
and our institutions of higher learning are becoming really 
intergrated. But we must not forget from where we came. After 
obtaining an education, we must put back into our communities 
to insure that our future will be a picture painted of propserity 
not one of doom and more poverty. February is Black History 
Month, and we should all take this time to remember the courage 
and strength which our predecessors have displayed. Without 
them,who's to say that we wouldhave come so far? Of course the 
past is now history, but soon today will be tomorrow. So we must 
take pride and instill that pride of our heritage in all around us 
and see that it never die. 
Our future as a country, as a race, as a world, is determined 
now in our actions. We must see to it that all Blacks are given the 
same opportunities or even better ones to insure our survival as a 
proud people. There is definitely a Black America, no matter how 
intergrated our society may become. So let it be an America based 
upon high principles, pride and determination, and most of 
strength and a strong will to succeed and exist. So each and 
everyone should make it our job to make Black History Month a 
personal project to find out all we can about our heritage. It is 
our duty to ourselves and our future that our past not be lost in 
the sands of time. There, is, after all, a multitude of contributions 
made by our people to make the world what it is today and let us 
see to it that we are recognized for them. 
THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER 
Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie 
View A and M University. The PANTHER serves as the 
voice of Pantherland. 
Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless 
of race, color, religion, or national origin. 
EDITOR Matthew Shoyebo 
CO-EDITOR JoAnn Alderson 
CLERICAL STAFF Shannon Dennis, Vanessa Taylor, 
Darla Woods (Gloria Perez) 
SPORTS Michael Heam, Valentino Knowles 
PHOTOGRAPHERS Paris Kincade, Robert Sandling, 
James Hawthorne, Barry Baugh, Robert Thomas, 
Brett Horn (Tom Goodwin, Roy Pace) 
Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest to THE 
PANTHER may be presented to the Department of Student 
Publications, Room 108-112, New Classroom Building Tele­
phone 857-2117. C. A. Wood, Publications Director. 
CASS STUDENT NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING 
4001 West Devon Avenue 
Chicago, 111. 60646 
MARTIN LUTHER KING — Monday, January 15, mark 
the 50th birthday anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
one of the greatest civil rights leaders of all times. The Panther 
honors Dr. King and remembers him in excerpts taken from his 
speech. 
Every now and then I guess we all think realistically about 
that day when we will be victimized with what is life's final 
common denominator that something we call death. 
We all think about it, and every now and then I think about 
my own death, and I think about my own funeral. And I don't 
think about it in a morbid sense. And every now and then I ask 
myself what it is that I would want said and I leave the word 
to you this morning. 
read some black poetry or listen 
to a tape or album would take 
as little as ten minutes. We 
need to do something to 
awaken our black awareness! 
Let's not forget that to 
remember we're black. Let's 
open our eyes and look around 
us, and open our minds and 
look inside ourselves. When 
you do this, you awaken your 
black awareness. When you 
awaken your black awareness, 
you awaken your black pride, 
and when you awaken your 
black pride, you awaken pride 
in yourselves. 
Katherine Wells 
If any of you around when I have to meet my day, I don't 
want a long funeral. 
And if you get somebody to deliver the eulogy, tell him not 
to talk too long. 
And every now and then I wonder what I want him to say. 
Tell him not to mention that I have a Nobel Peace Prize. 
That isn't so important. 
Tell him not to mention that I have three or four hundred 
other awards — that's not important. I ell him not to mention 
where I went to school. 
I'd like somebody to mention that day that Martin Luthean 
King, Jr. tried to give his life serving others. 
i'd like for somebody to say that day that Martin Luther 
King, Jr. tried to love somebody. 
I want you to say that I tried to be right on the war question. 
I want you to be able to say that day that I did try to feed the 
hungry. I want you to say that day that I did try in my life to 
clothe those who were naked. 
I want you to say on that day that I did try in my life to 
visit those who were in prison. And I want you to say tha tried 
to love and serve humanity. 
Yes, if you want to, say that I was a drum major. Say that I 
was a drum major for justice. Say that I was a drum major for 
peace, I was a drum major for righteousness. 
And all of the other shallow things will not matter. 
I won't have any money to leave behind. I won't have the 
fine and luxurious things of life to leave behind. But I just want 
to leave a committed life behind. 
And that is all I want to say. If I can help somebody as I pass 
along, if I cheer somebody with a song, if I can show somebody 
he's traveling wrong, then my living will not be in vain. 
If I can do my duty as a Christian ought. 
If I can bring salvation to a world once wrought. 
If I can spread the messages as the master taught. 
Then my living will not be in vain. 
February, 1968 
_ Ebenezer Baptist Church 
Atlanta, Georgia 
These excepts were taken from An Ebony Picture Biography 
Johnson Publising Company, Inc. 
OF#l 
IN MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 
...While Taking Care Of America 
blue waters. And for the ne^engrieer'U^ 
Integrated Circuit Design 
Explosion Dynamics 
Aerodynamics 
Millimeter Wave Components 
Hybrid Circuit Design 
• Structural Dynamics 
• Hydraulics 
• Material Science 
• RF Components 
• Mission Analysis 
For complete details, see our representative on campus: Feb. 1 




600 Second St. N.E 
Hopkins, MN 55343 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
JANUARY 25-30, 1979 
Career Education and 
Placement Services 
RECRUITING SCHEDULE 
January 25, 1979 
Mead Corporation 
Phillips Morris Company, 
U.S.A. 
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
Phillips Petroleum Company 
Xerox Corporation 
Peabody Coal Company 
January 26, 1979 
Peabody Coal Company 
Phillips Petroleum Company 
Bechtel, Inc. 
January 29, 1979 
Mobile Oil Corporation 
Brown University 
National Security Agency 
January 30, 1979 
Texaco, Inc. 
Illinois Department of 
Transportation 
International Paper Company 
Emerson Electric Company 
Colgate-Palmolive Company 
January 31, 1979 




February 1, 1979 
Dallas Power & Light 
Company 
TRW Controls 
Factory Mutual Engineering 
& Research 
The Firestone Tire & Rubber 
Company 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
Dayton's 
February 2, 1979 
U.S. Gypsum Company 
Carrier Corporation 




General Tire & Rubber 
Company 
Cameron Iron Works 
Litton Guidance & Control 
February 6, 1979 
Fisher Controls 
Wright Patterson Air Force 
Base 
Sun Petroleum Products 
Company 
Dow Badische Company 
Digital Equipment 
Corporation 
Scott Paper Company 
Bell Helicopter 
Storage Technology 
Michigan Wisconsin Pipeline 
FEBRUARY 7, 1979 
Black & Veatch 








Caterpillar Tractor Company 
FEBRUARY 8, 1979 
Federal Energy Regulatory 
Comission 
Miller Brewing Company 
Ingersoll-Rand Company 
Union Carbide Corporation 
Burlington-Northern, Inc. 
Freeport Sulphur Company 
Control Data Corporation 
Diamond Shamrock 
Corporation 
U.S. Steel Corporation 
FEBRUARY 9, 1979 
Santa Fe Railroads 
Department of the 
Navy/Naval Ship Weapons 
Systems Engineering Station 
Aluminum Company of 
America 
Halliburton Services 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Control Data Corporation 
FEBRUARY 12, 1979 
CAPSON/Department of the 
Navy 
GPU Services Corporation 
Abbott 
Shugart 




FEBRUARY 13, 1979 
Hewlett Packard Company 





Travelers Insurance Company 
PPG Industries, Inc. 
Stone & Webster Engineering 
Corporation 
Exxon Company, U.S.A. 
The Proter & Gamble 
Company 
FEBRUARY 14, 1979 
Goosecreek I.S.D. 
FMC Corporation 
American Hospital Supply 
Corporation 
Pullman Kellogg, Inc. 
Detroit Edison company 
Weyerhauser Company 
Thom McAnn 
Caddo Parish Schools 
Stauffer Chemical Company 
Lone Star Gas Company 
FEBRUARY 15, 1979 
Naval Ordnance Station 
Weyerhauser Company 
American Hospital Supply 
Corporation 
Buffalo Forge Company 
General Electric Company 
Texas Electric Service 
Company 
Celanese Corporation 




FEBRUARY 20, 1979 
Fluor Engineers & 
Constructors, Inc. 




Company of America 
Dow Chemical, U.S.A. 
Phillsbury 
Texas Power & Light 
Company 




FEBRUARY 21, 1979 
General Telephone 
Company/Southwest 
Marshall Chevrolet-Olds, Im. 
SALES 
SERVICE a t O B M O B I L B  
Your Authorized Chevrolet 
and Oldsmobile Dealer 
Tel. 826-2411 
THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER 
Forensics Society 
Notice 
Try out for participation in 
the two upcoming speech 
tournament is February 20 and 
23 by the Prairie View forensics 
Society. For more information 
contact Dr. Eiland or Dr. 
Curtis at 2356. The next 
tournament the group will 
participate is in the Sam 
Houston State Tournament on 
March 2 and 3, events will 
include public speaking and 
o r a l  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  
Gulf Oil Corporation 
Anchor Hocking Corporation 
Natural Gas Pipe Line 
Corporation 
Aerojet General Corporation 
Mostek 
Kansas Department of 
Transportation 
UpJohn 
STUDENT AFFAIRS LEADERS PRESENT CHECK FOR DEVELOPMENT - Pictured 
from left are Cynthialynn Patterson, Dr. A. I. Thomas, Quinton Bullock, Nikki Torian and Lance 




in 25 years 
or less. 
i sf  
Hempstead, Texas P. O. 
Let's face it. 
In 25 years or less, the world of energy as you 
know it, will be entirely different. 
So will we. 
Today, we're a leader in the petroleum industry. 
And tomorrow, when your children are grown, we 
hope to be meeting their energy needs as well. 
WeVe committed 83 million dollars this year 
alone to research and development programs that 
read like science fiction. 
We're into earth sciences. Mining and milling 
uranium. Solar research. Geothermal energy 
development. Even new technology to produce 
fuel from coal; and synthetic crude oil from tar 
sands and oil shale. 
And all the while, we're still looking for ways to 
squeeze every drop out of old oil fields. And 
continuing the important search world-wide for 
new ones. 
If you're also committed to changing the world, 
to making your mark on the energy frontiers 
ahead, we'd like to talk to you. 
Write our Professional Employment 
Coordinator, today, care of Standard Oil Company 
of California, 225 Bush Street, San Francisco, 
California 94104. Or see our recruiters when they 
visit your campus. 
Chevron 
Standard Oil Company 
of California 
Chevron Family of Companies 
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. 
Chevron Recruiters visit this campus Feb. 12 
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February  And — 
Valentine Day Ahead 
February is just around the 
corner and everyone knows that 
"the lover's holiday" will be 
celebrated. St. Valentine's Day 
has been celebrated by people 
all over the world for many 
decades. This year the Sorors of 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Inc. are going to help you 
celebrate Valentine's Day by 
giving you the opportunity to 
remember a loved one with 
flowers. A flower is the most 
precious way in which one can 
say the few words that we all 
long to hear "I Love You!' Give 
the words as a little gift, with a 
beautiful carnation. Tell your 
friend or loved one "Mon Cher 
Amour!' Je Suis Amour Vous, 
(My love ... I love you.) Be 
compassionate in your decision 
about life and love. 
Remember, the soul can be 
touched. One assured way is 
the lovely simple things. 
Perhaps with this lovely simple 
thing you can turn your 
friendship into a meaningful 
relationship. Carnations may 
be purchased from any Soror of 
Delta Sigma Theta here at 
Prairie Vew. Upon, purchase or 
order, your loves name will be 
placed on a large heart that will 
be located on the Memorial 
Student Center. 
The Sorors will also be 
sponsoring a Valentine's Day 
Party on the night of February 
14th in the Newman Center. 
Come out and enjoy "the 
lover's holidays!' 
Diunna Fay Greenleaf 
Reporter-Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority Inc. 
Chapter-Eta Beta 
Sigma Helps Needy Families 
At Christmas Time 
n 
••Hi 
AKA Wants To Know -
How Do You Handle Emotions? 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, 
Inc., Alpha Sigma Sigma 
Chapter gave a heping hand to 
the needy during the Christmas 
Holidays. 
Three baksets of food were 
given to three needy families of 
the Hockley, Waller and 
Hempstead communities. The 
families were as follows: 
The Ethel Johnson family of 
Waller, Texas. 
The Albert Butler family of 
Hockley, Texas whose home 
was destroyed by fire recently. 
The Andrew Musgrove 
family of Hempstead, Texas 
whose home was also destroyed 
by fire recently. 
All three families were most 
appreciative for Sigmas 
thoughtfulness and concern. 
Brother Cube Charleston 
served as chairman of this 
project. 
The Publicity Committee 
Alpha Sigma Sigma Chapter 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. 
LITTLE MISS FASHIONETTA — Radenetla V. Stimage 
won the title of Little Miss Fashionetta during recent AKA 
Fashion Show. 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fall Line 
Earns Who's Who Honor 
BRAN NAN'S 
MEATS OF QUALITY 
2200 Cherry Waller 372-3639 
The fall line of Alpha Phi 
Alpha made distinction for 
themselves and their fraternity, 
when they were nominated for 
Who's Who in America 
Colleges and Universities. 
The five brothers are Benny 
Smith, an Industrial Education 
major from Hooks, Texas; 
Jimmy Williams, a History 
major from Fort Worth, Texas; 
Donovan Turnquest, a Soil 
Science major from Freeport, 
Bahamas; Micheal Jackson, a 
Business major from Houston, 
Texas, and Ricky Gaines, an 
Agriculture major from Tyler. 
Texas. 
coming... 
WELCOME TO THE JOB MARKET 
What's your best bet in today's marketplace? What 
can you expect from your first job? Need it be a nine-
to-five one? These and many other questions related 
to entering the job market will be discussed in this 
issue of "Insider'—the free supplement to your 
college newspaper from Ford. 
Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in 
the job market will help you start your career off on 
the right track. And if you're in the market for a 
new car or truck, we also hope you'll check out the 
great lineup of '79 Fords. 
Look for "Insider"— 
Ford's continuing series of 
college newspaper supplements. 
FORD 
Having and expressing 
feelings is not highly valued in 
our society. If you doubt that 
statement, consider the follow­
ing fragments of dialogue, all of 
them typical of the American 
scene: 
"Don't get excited." "You 
blew your cool!' "Why are you 
getting so emotional? 
Since every one of us came 
into this world full of 
excitement and prepared to 
express our feelings, some sort 
of learning process must be 
responsible for the change. If 
you observe what happens 
around you for a couple of 
days, you'll probably see the 
process taking place. 
When was the last time you 
expressed anger at a parent or 
teacher? If you're male, how 
old were you when you no 
longer dared cry in the presence 
of other boys? How old were 
you before you could express 
interest in a girl without 
inviting ridicule? 
If you're female, when did 
you last behave aggressively 
toward a male? How much luck 
have you had in doing anything 
that involved you in any real 
way in leadership, competi­
tions or adventure? 
To many people, showing 
feelings isn't safe; it leaves one 
exposed and vulnerable. Spon-
taniety is distrusted. Indivi­
duals must work hard to break 
down these barriers. Those who 
succeed discover that they can 
be honest with one another, 
even express anger, affection, 
or fear without provoking 
disaster. 
A person devoid of feelings is 
existentially dead; only by 
standing on a technicality could 
you number him among the 
living. In other words, to be 
alive is to feel. 
By Beatrice Moore 
"Super Bea" 
Reflections of 
These brothers are also on 
the President's Honor Roll and 
had an accumulative line 
average of 3.49. This marks the 
first time in Eta Gamma 
history that a pledge line has all 
been nominated for Who's 
Who, and the brothers of Eta 
Gamma wish to recognize the 
achievement of the "Moon­
struck Madness." The brothers 
would also like to take this time 
to welcome the faculty, staff 
and students back, and hope 
your new year is a successful 
and as satisfying as last year. 
Brother Jimmy Williams 
Hello once again from the 
sorors of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority. This is a new 
beginning for many of us and 
an end for others, so whichever 
may be the case for you, we 
certainly hope that you 
succeed. 
The sorors would like to 
extend a welcome to those of 
you who are attending Prairie 
View for the first time, and feel 
free to visit the sorors and 
attend their functions, we 
would like for you to feel 
comfortable here and make 
your education a success. 
In our efforts to be of service 
to mankind, we recently 
donated a check for $100.00 to 
the All Faiths Chapel fund 
drive to construct a Chapel for 
Prairie View A&M University. 
We urge all students and 
faculty to donate to such a 
worthy cause, because this is 
certainly a building which 
would be for the benefit for all 
who attend or visit our 
university. 
Birthday wishes are in order 
for 3 ladies of AKA. Sorors 
Brenda Stewart, Velva Sauls 
and a belated birthday wish to 
Soror Merrie Nichols. We wish 
you all many more birthdays, 
and the same for those who 
follow our articles. God bless 
you. 
Beatrice "Super Bea" Moore 
Southwestern Tool 
Expo in Houston 
Stress Productivity 
Productivity-geared techno­
logy and management expertise 
highlighted the 4th annual 
Southwestern Tool & Manufac­
turing Conference and Exposi­
tion held at Houston's 
Astrohall January 23-25. The 
three-day event was sponsored 
by the Society of Manufactur­
ing Engineers (SME) and the 
Houston Chapter of the 
National Tool, Die & Precision 
M a c h i n i n g  A s s o c i a t i o n  
(NTDPMA). 
The 1979 event was the 
largest in the four-year series, 
both in attendance and number 
of exhibitors. 
SME sponsored technical 
sessions on Numerical Control, 
Gaging and Inspection Techni­
ques, Cold Forming, Powder 
Coating, Machinability and 
New Tool Development. 
WARD'S PHARMACY 
"Your Retail Store" 
SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 
AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS 
Telephone 826-2445 Nights 826-2295 
Hempstead, Texas 
iCITIZENS STATE BANK 
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Honor Society of Kappa WaNer School Trustees Freshman of The Month 
Delta Pi Elects Officers Re-Elected Take Office 
On December 13, 1978, the 
Mu Epsilon Chapter of Kappa 
Delta Phi at Prairie View A&M 
University, held an initiation of 
new members and officers. 
Dr. Gwendolyn Grossman, 
Mr. C. A. Thomas, and Mr. C. 
F. Randle are faculty members 
of this chapter which assisted in 
the induction ceremony of new 
members. 
The new members on 
campus are as follow: Linda 
Kay Joseph, president; Linda 
Powell, secretary; Cheryl D. 
Wilson, treasurer, and Shari 
Hughes, member. 
To our new Kadelphians, the 
charter asks, "that you accept 
the challenges that the field of 
education has to offer with 
deep aspiration to indeed 
become the finest educators of 
air 
The purpose of Kappa Delta 
Linda Joseph 
Pi is to recognize outstanding 
contributions to education. 
The organization is open to all 
education majors of junior and 
senior status who maintains a 
minimum of "B" average. 
Linda Joseph, President 1979 
W h y  I s  L e s  B e o u x  A r t s  
On Campus 
The brothers of Les Beaux 
Arts Black Cultural Fraternity 
are here to design a better 
atmosphere for the students. 
Trying to get each and every 
one of us to see that there is a 
way for us to succeed. You 
really ought to hate how the 
majority of us take for granted 
what our ancestors have done 
for us. 
We need to know more about 
our people who the history have 
neglected to tell us about; who 
have and still is fighting, 
suffering and dying for all of us 
to have the right to better life. 
Well, the members of Les 
Beaux Arts are here to tell you 
about them in our own version. 
LBA tries to display a type of 
society that we (young 
promising executives) need to 
exercise in our every day lives. 
Les Beaux Arts is also striving 
for perfection, and to give an 
enrichment of happiness when­
ever we are in your present. 
We are a cultural fraternity 
with emphasis on six arts: 
Music, Dancing, Drama, Art, 
Literature, and Architect. We 
analyze these six arts to give the 
campus the best knowledge of 
what people of these different 
fields already have accomplish­
ed. LBA, the leader in culture 
will be at your disposal at 
anytime, for any questions, 
suggestion or compliments that 
you might have. 
We encourage each and 
every student to come and be 
a part of us or our sisters (Les 
Belles Lettres). Be a part of 
togetherness, togetherness of a 
part. One of many. Support the 
Arts. That's where the people 
of tomorrow are. Can we help 
to make you one of Prairie 
View's Productive People? 
Cosmic Lee R. Langston II 
Schwarz Inc. 
"704 9jtau of dontinuoi eSttoict" 
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE 
and 
FURNITURE STORE 
!It' i. a fiLta.iU.it doing Huuntii. with you 
Tei. 826-2466 P. O. Box 535 
Hempstead, Texas 
atvl: 








The Waller ISD Board of 
Trustees met Monday night to 
canvas the returns of the 
January 20 election. Three 
positions were unopposed, and 
although a few were in votes 
were received, it did not affect 
the outcome of the elction. 
A total of 220 votes were cast, 
with these results: Mrs. John 
(Jo) Trimble, 217; Maurice 
Hart, Sr., 215; and Raymond 
Phillips, 209; A J. Glasco, H. T. 
Jones, and George Kimbro 
received one write-in vote each. 
and Eunice Harrison garnered 
two. 
Herbert Schulz issued the 
trustee commission and ad­
ministered the oath of office, 
and the new board organized 
for the new year. 
The Boart voted to reinstate 
the officers of the previous 
year: James Dahse, president; 
Jo Trimble, vice president; Jo 
and Dr. Marion Henry, 
secretary. Other members are 
Maurice Hart, Sr., Clyde 
Christopher, Raymond Phillips 
and Milton Helfrich. 
U.S.—China Plan Study 
Exchanges in Agriculture 
Scientific and scholarly 
exchanges in agriculture be­
tween the People's Republic of 
China and the U.S. will begin 
as eary as June 1979 under an 
agreement announced by 
Secretary of Agriculture Bob 
Bergland after his visit to 
China. The U.S. exchanges will 
be coordinated by the 
International Science and 
Education Council (ISEC, 
co-chaired by Elmer Kiehl, 
University of Missouri, and 
Assistant Secretary Hathaway. 
The Society of Agronomy will 
be the PRC counterpart. The 
agreements will include two 
categories: scientific exchanges 
and educational exchanges. 
The agreement calls for 
teams of scientists to be 
exchanged in three fields: plant 
germ plasma, biological control 
of pests and animal science and 
health; some scheduled for as 
early as June and July, 1979. 
Host countries will pay local 
costs for reciprocal teams. The 
Chinese are prepared to send 
study teams to the U.S. to 
selected universities and re­
gions in (1) education in 
agriculture, (2) agricultural 
research and extension, (3) 
forestry, (4) agricultural engi­
neering and (5) management of 
pastures. In addition, technical 
training has been requested by 
the PRC in (1) application of 
remote sensing, (2) soil survey 
and testing and (3) computer 
technology. 
See AGRICULTURE. Page 13 
Kaye Buffington has been 
selected the Freshman student 
of the month because of her 
activities, assertiveness and 
intellectual ability. She is a 
native of Houston, Texas, 
where she graduated from 
Forest Brooke High School. 
While at Forest Brooke, she 
was in the National Honor 
Society, E.T.A., a majorette in 
the marching band and she 
received a gold medal for her 
solo performance in U.I.L. 
competition. 
In addition, Kaye is a 
Pre-med major and a Chemis­
try minor here at Prairie View. 
Furthermore, she attained a 4.0 
academic average for the first 
semester. Her interest are 
reading, music, and French. 
She also plays a flute in the 
Prairie View symphonic band. 
In the future, she endeavors to 
become a Obstetrician Gyne­
cologist. Moreover, she is listed 
in the Who's Who Among 
American High School Stu-
Kay Buffington 
dents, and the National Society 
of Distinguished High School 
Americans. 
We the Freshmen class and 
other are proud and honored to 
have such a versatile intellec­
tually inclined individual in our 
class. Indeed, she is a 
individual, whom we all respect 
and admire. 
Reporter, Hedy Ratcliff 
Department of Energy Funds 
Minority Assistance Program 
National Newspaper Being Planned 
The New York Times, the 
mainstay of public and 
collegian libraries and the 
closest thing America has to a 
national newspaper, may have 
a true national issue on the 
market by 1980. 
The paper's media analysts 
are currently test marketing the 
Times as a national edition. 
The paper has undergone an 
number of changes in recent 
years, including the addition of 
special interest sections on 
business, sports, science, home 
and lifestyle. 
The paper hopes to be able to 
cash in on its reputation as a 
leader in foreign and domestic 
news coverage, a reputation 
which already gives the paper a 
circulation of over 270,000 
outside the New York area. 
The Times hopes to market 
the national edition of the 
Times with a largely home-
delivered circulation of 
500,000. 
The Department of Energy 
(DOE) has awarded a $497,000 
grant to the Center for Urban 
Environmental Studies (CUES) 
of Washington, D.C. to 
conduct a minority energy 
technical assistance program 
(MATEP) for elected local, 
state and federal officials 
representing predominantly 
minority and low-income 
communities. 
"By involving policy-makers 
at the state and local level, 
METAP provides a vehicle for 
developing energy conservation 
policies which better reflect the 
interest and concerns of local 
communities;' Assistant Secre­
tary of Conservation and Solar 
Applications Omi Walden said. 
The METAP program in­
volves three phases. First, a 
needs assessment consisting of 
a survey to be used to 
determine the level of elected 
officials' knowledge and in­
volvement in energy conserva­
tion matters. 
Second, a training program, 
based on the results of the 
needs assessment, will be used 
as a vehicle for diseminating 
information on existing and 
proposed national energy 
conservation policy and its 
possible impact on local 
constituencies. This will be 
accomplished through a series 
of ten workshops, one in each 
of the DOE regions. 
Third, an information and 
referral data bank to provide 
officials with pertinent energy 
information and data necessary 
for local decision-making and 
program implementation. 
For further information 
contact Dave Robinson, Center 
for Urban Environmental 
Studies, Suite 706, 1012 14th 
Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20005, tele: 202-347-6020. 
High Flying 
Opportunity. 
At General Dynamics in Fort Worth, we have long-term 
programs that offer a challenge to the engineering 
professional. If you are looking for an opportunity to woik 
on such projects as the F46 Multirole Fighter or 
advanced aircraft and electronic programs, then 
General Dynamics is looking for you. 
We will be on your campus interviewing February 
13. Sign up now for an appointment at your 
placement office. 
GENERAL DYNAMICS 
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Civil Rights Compliance 
Study Being Revised 
PV Grad Named to Texas 
Management Intern Program 
Mrs. Debra Newton (left), the new FRDP aide in Falls 
County, looks attentive as she works with County Extension 
Agent Opal Irving. 
Pamily Resource Development 
Program Gets New Aide 
By Linda Freeman 
Mrs. Debra Newton recently 
became the new program aide 
in Falls County for the Family 
Resource Development Pro­
gram-Youth Phase of the 
Prairie View Extension. 
The new program aide will 
be responsible for training 
youth, ages 9-12, on how to 
help themselves in areas such 
as home management and food 
and nutrition. 
A native of Marlin, Texas, 
Mrs. Newton is a graduate of 
Bryan High School where she 
was an outstanding student. 
Mrs. Newton is married to 
Ralph Newton, Jr. and they 
have one son. 
Prairie View A&M and 17 
other Texas institutions of 
higher education are involved 
in a Civil rights compliance 
study being conducted by the 
Department of Health, Educa­
tion and Welfare (HEW). It has 
been reported that the study 
due for completion last August 
is being revised and is expected 
to be released sometime in 
February. 
The investigation is being 
conducted as a result of a 
federal court ruling ordering 
HEW to examine states which 
had legally-mandated segrega­
tion, and determine whether 
any traces of a dual "separate 
but equal" system remain. 
On-site investigations were 
made at Texas A&M and 
Prairie View, and at the other 
universities. 
Similar reports have been 
prepared for Alabama and 
Delaware. 
The court also ordered HEW 
to require desegregation plans 
in those states where reviews 
show continued discrimination. 
If it is determined that 
vestiges of a segregated system 
exist, then the governor would 
appoint a panel to draw up a 
remedial plan. 
Once the revisions are 
completed, copies of the report 
will be mailed to the governor 











New Job Opportunities 
For Women Described 
If leisure time is something 
you have plenty of, why not 
experience the world at your 
local library real soon? 
Some of the best job 
opportunities for women dur­
ing the next decade will be 
found in business management, 
health care and the building 
and construction trades, ac­
cording to a report released 
today. 
The report, compiled by the 
editors of Redbook magazine 
from information supplied by 
the Federation of Business and 
Professional Women's Clubs 
and interviews with numerous 
women throughout the country, 
concludes that business man­
agement is "the real growth 
industry" for women. 
An article in Redbook's 
FEDERAL FNfUGY 
REGULATORY COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 20425 
ENERGY FOR US ALL 
Campus Interview Dale: 
FEBRUARY 8,1979 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) will be interviewing students with back­
grounds in accounting, economics, engineering and 
geology for staff-support positions in its Washington, 
D.C., Headquarters Offices. 
Interested students should contact the Placement 
Office for further details. U. S. citizenship is required 
and FERC is an equal opportunity employer. 
current (February) issue urges 
women interested in manage­
ment careers to get a master's 
degree in business administra­
tion and to seek out 
corporations that offer execu­
tive training programs. 
Stiffer Federal laws regard­
ing on-the-job health and safety 
standards will triple the 
demand for health care 
specialists, the magazine pre­
dicted. Legislation will, like­
wise, increase the demand for 
women in the building and 
construction trades, the maga­
zine said. 
The Honorable Nolan F. 
Ward, a graduate of Prairie 
View A&M University and the 
current Chairman and Execu­
tive Director of the Texas 
Employment Commission, is 
one of the nine members 
named to the advisory council 
of the Texas Mangement Intern 
Program (TMIP), the Merit 
System Council announced 
today. 
Other members named are 
Senator William Meier, Repre­
sentative William J. Blythe, and 
D. W. Bond, Department of 
Human Resources. 
Also serving on the council 
are Wilda Campbell, LBJ 
School of Public Affairs, 
University of Texas; Frank Hejl 
Department of Health; Dr. 
Walter J. McCoy, Dean of the 
School of Public Affairs at 
Texas Southern University; 
Janell Robertson of the Air 
Control Board; and Dr. Jay 
Starling, Director of Graduate 
Program in Public Administra­
tion at Southern Methodist 
University. 
The Texas Management 
Intern Program is designed to 
attract to state government 
outstanding graduates with 
degrees in public affairs, public 
administration or other degrees 
focused on managing the 
state's business. 
The program is a result of a 
Merit System Council's effort 
Nolan F. Ward hag been 
named as advisory council 
member of the Texas 
Management Intern Program. 
He is currently the Chairman 
and Executive Director of the 
Texas Employment Commis-
to make the best personnel 
available to its ten agencies. 
Agencies served by the Merit 
System are the Air Control 
Board, Commission on Alco­
holism, Committee on Aging, 
Department of Health, De­
partment of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation, Depart­
ment of Human Resources, 
Division of Disaster Emergency 
Services, Drug Abuse Division, 
Texas Employment Commis­




Alterations — Laundry Service 
Phone 826-3798 Box 893 
Hempstead, Texas 
I-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
"SUPERMAN" is an 
Alexander Salkind presenta­
tion of a Richard Donner film 
directed by Richard Donner 
from a story by Mario Puzo. 
The screenplay was written 
by Mario Puzzo, David and 
Leslie Newman and Robert 
Benton. Tom Mankiewicz was 
creative consultant. Ilya 
Salkind was executive produ­
cer and Pierre Spengler was 
producer. John Williams 
composed and conducted the 
music. "SUPERMAN',' an 
Alexander and Ilya Salkind 
production, is being distribu­
ted by Warner Bros., a 
Warner Communications com­
pany. (Playing in several 
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24-HOUR SELF SERVICE 
HEMPSTEAD WASHATERI 
TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN 
and 
DOUBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MACHINE 
Next Door to Pick & Pay Food Market 
Hempstead, Texas 
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED 
nBOBBIJBBBOB 
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Free For What 
For freedom Christ has set us 
free. Galatians 5:1. 
If you can gain your freedom, 
avail yourself of the opportu­
nity. I Corinthians 7:21. 
One of the traits we inherit 
from New England Paritanism 
is our often stubborn insist­
ence upon freedom and inde­
pendence. A hymn specialist 
reveals that it took ten years of 
controversy to persuade the 
New England Conscience that 
a regulated tune did not 
infringe upon individual free­
dom. 
Let's talk a little about 
freedom, and in particular 
about Christian freedom. As 
Paul points out in first 
Corinthians: if you have a 
chance for freedom, grasp it. 
While his immediate reference 
is to freedom from slavery, it 
has a wider meaning for our 
times. Paul says it somewhat 
differently in Galations "For 
freedom Christ has set us free!' 
"For freedom Christ has set 
us free!' Not me free. Individual 
freedom is irreplacebly pre­
cious. But the freedom we are 
dealing with today is the 
freedom which is bound to a 
context, created within a 
community, freedom within a 
plural setting. 
The church that has been set 
free by Christ also strikes us 
with its utter humanity. It is 
able to let people be people — 
which means they are messy, 
clumsy, thoughtless, and brit­
tle, but also pure, gracious, 
thoughtful, and resilient. The 
freely human church has its 
share of flaws and foibles, fears 
and failures and its share of 
strength and resolution, cour­
age and accomplishment. And 
if we are going to get on with 
the Christian enterprise, it is 
this church — and no other — 
that has to be taken seriously. 
True, because of its very 
"humanity;1 it is often 
criticized. Critics say of it, 
"Christianity, yes; Churchia-
nity, no!' 
Oh, we can profit from the 
critical insights of those who 
won't dare or don't care to 
hazard life within the church. 
Nevertheless, the church's real 
hope rests on those who are 
more interested in washing the 
dishes and scrubbing the floors 
than in protecting themselves 
from spiritual dishpan hands or 
housemaid's knee. 
The free church is able to 
accept those around it with a 
kind of contagious enthusiasm. 
And how many people ache and 
hunger for such acceptance. 
What they need — what we 
need — is not acceptance based 
upon merit. That is, what they 
need is not acceptance based 
upon IQ, social status, charm, 
piety, or talent. Nor for that 
At Law Reviews 







matter should it be an 
acceptance based upon the lack 
of these, as if persons could be 
pitied into faith. No, what is 
needed — and given by a 
Christ-freed church — is an 
unqualified and undiscourage-
able acceptance, based upon 
nothing save our mutual need 
for it. Thus, the freed church, 
this community of faith, has a 
secret; since we have been 
accepted, we can be accepting. 
But there is a going out and a 
coming in to freedom. The 
crucial question is not so much 
what we are free from as what 
we are free for. 
The former question is 
relatively easy to answer. The 
American colonists, even the 
most ignorant of them, were 
able to answer that they sought 
freedom from George III and 
his oppressive England. But 
what they sought freedom for 
was a question requiring the 
efforts of the best minds and 
long decades of dialogue. Some 
of our modern day protests 
seem to be deficient at this 
point. They are protest for 
protest's sake. They demand 
freedom from the politician or 
from the college administration 
or from the military or from 
apparent inequality or injus­
tice. But ask what do they seek 
freedom for? and the answers 
are not so clear. Yet these are 
the questions: 
Peace followed by what? 
University reform to what 
end? How do we better estab­
lish equality and justice? 
It is precisely this issue which 
freedom in Christ forces us to 
face. It exists for that state of 
spiritual affairs when the 
revolution is won, the freedom 
is gained. What then? 
For the church, whose his­
tory God also questions, whose 
future God also judges, it is 
the same: bound or else not 
free. For the church to be free 
means for it to be unhindered 
in all that it counts good. If that 
means selling some property, or 
buying some, the church will do 
it. If that means organizing a 
committee or writing some 
music, the church will do it. If 
that means providing rebuke 
for a friend or bandages for an 
enemy, then that too. Whatever 
the church has done, whatever 
it's about to do, whatever it 
may ever do is called into 
question by him to whom it Is 
freely bound and him in whom 
it is bound to be free. 
One of the best ways for a 
law student or professor to help 
his or her career is to be 
published in a law review 
published by one of the 
country's more prestigious law 
schools. Competition for law 
review space is consequently 
fierce. Some authors, using 
standard practice, even try to 
bargain their way up the 
ladder, using one journals 
acceptance of an article to 
pressure another, more presti­
gious, journal to publish it 
instead. 
That's what one ambitious, 
unnamed writer tried to do by 
playing the Stanford Law 
"Rustic 




FEATURING THE NEW SALAD BAR 
Private Dining Area 
Will Accommodate Up to 150. 
FOR BANQUETS — PARTIES — BUSINESS MEETINGS 
Hempstead Texas 
Review against Harvard's 
journal. The result was a "no 
gain" for the writer's career. 
The Stanford University 
News Service reports that one 
professor from a mid-western 
university — whom the service 
refuses to name — submitted 
an article about "a previously 
unexplored area of torts law:' 
Review President Robert Weis-
berg liked the piece, and told 
the writer the Review would 
publish it after "a few minor 
editorial changes!' According 
to Weisberg, the Review staff 
devoted 35 hours to checking 
facts and reactions. 
But then came a letter from 
the author, who had yet to see 
the staff s changes, saying "I 
will withhold the article until I 
can find a law review which will 
publish it without editing!' 
Weisberg was suspicious, for 
"nobody refuses publication 
because of suggested editing. 
All law review editors edit!' 
There were, he reasoned, only 
two other law journals the 
author might pressure into 
publishing the article. "We lose 
articles only to the two 
(journals) at the top, Harvard 
and Yale!' 
Thus Weisberg discovered 
that Harvard had accepted the 
article the same day the author 
had written Stanford, with­
drawing the piece. While it was 
acceptable for authors to 
bargain their articles up to 
Stanford and Harvard, the two 
schools apparently do not like it 
when authors try to use such 
tactics against them. 
"We talked it over with 
Harvard!' Weisberg recalls, 
"and both of us decided not to 
publish it!' regardless of the 
article's worth. 
As Stanford's News Service 
put it, "Congress can sort of 
second-guess a Supreme Court 
justice, but nobody except a 
spouse can talk back to a 
top-flight law review editor!' 
Our concentration in the growth 
fields means we can offer you more 
opportunity to be a part of the action, 
because there is more action. We're 
thinking ahead in practically every 
segment of the computer and 
automation industries... 
with a range of products and 
services that respond to markets as 
broad as technology itself. Our goal 
is to make tomorrow's ideas today's 
realities to help people - and their 
organizations - become more 




Located in Minneapolis, the 
Avionics Division designs, 
develops and manufactures 
navigation, guidance and 
control systems, for aircraft, 
spacecraft, missiles, boosters 
and ships. It is a leader in 
development of aircraft 
instrumentation, aerospace 
computers and memories and 
computer automated test 
equipment for commercial 
and government application. 
Primary needs of the Avionics 
Division are for BSEE or 
MSEE candidates for 
Development, Production 
and Field Application 
Engineering positions, and 
additional positions exist in 







Located in suburban 
Hopkins, Minnesota, with 
facilities in San Diego, 
California, Keyport, 
Washington and St. 
Petersburg, Florida, the 
Defense Systems Division 
has over two thousand 
salaried employees of which 
a third are graduate 
engineers. Among the 
technologies involved are 
signal processing, acoustics, 
millimeter wave, micro 
processor design and 
application, digital and micro 
electronics, aerodynamics, 
hydrodynamics and systems 
engineering and analysis. 
Primary needs are for BSEE 
and MSEE candidates 


























OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE 
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS 
FEBRUARY 1ST 
forBS Physics, BSME, MS 
Computer Science 
candidates in all engineering 
functions such as 







Located in Phoenix, the Large 
Information Systems Division 
(LISD) is involved with the 
product planning, design, 
development and 
manufacture of Honeywell's 
large-scale computer 
systems. 
LISD is seeking BSEE and BS 
Computer Science 
candidates to fill software 
specialist and engineering 
positions in Software 
Development and 
Engineering. Also, there are a 
limited number of openings 
for BSEE and Computer 
Science candidates for the 
three year Advanced 
Engineering Program which 
includes graduate education 




Located in Minnapolis, the 
Residential Division designs, 
develops and manufactures 
electronic and electrical 
environment controls and 
control systems for homes, 
energy management systems 
for light commercial 
buildings, as well as life 
system devices such a solid 
state smoke detectors for the 
consumer market. 
Primary Residential Division 
needs are for BSEE 
candidates for Development, 
Production and Quality 
Engineering positions. 
Ask at your placement office 
to sign on our schedule and 
to obtain olir brochure, or 
write to E M. von Heimburg, 
Manager of University 
Relations, HONEYWELL, 
INC. Honeywell Plaza, 
Minneapolis, MN. 55408. An 
Equal Opportunity 
Employer M/F. 
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$100,000 Mitchell Prize for Original 
Ideas of Sustainable Growth Announced 
Guidelines were announced 
recently for the 1979 Mitchell 
Prize, which offers $100,000 in 
cash to individuals "demon­
strating the highest degree of 
creativity in designing workable 
strategies to achieve sustain­
able societies!' 
The Mitchell Prize, estab­
lished five years ago by George 
and Cynthia Mitchell of 
Houston, will be presented at 
the third Woodlands Confer­
ence on Growth Policies, which 
is scheduled for October 28-31, 
1979,at The Woodlands, a new 
town near Houston. 
One first place award of 
$10,000 and eight awards of 
$5,000 each will go to winners 
of an open competition which 
seeks to encourage "creative, 
constructive thinking about the 
nature of sustainable societies!' 
Another $50,000 will be 
given for specially prepared 
papers on themes directly 
related to the agenda of the 
1979 Woodlands Conference. 
These papers will be commis­
sioned by the conference 
sponsors. 
The Mitchell Prize is being 
administered by the University 
of Houston System, and 
winners will be selected by an 
independent panel of judges. 
The first round of judging 
will be based on written 
summaries of proposed entries, 
which may take the form of 
research, a scholarly paper, 
film, engineering drawing, 
working model, computer 
model, or any other appropri­
ate medium. Maximum length 
of each summary, which must 
be in English, will be 2,500 
words. Initial entries must be 
Interested Zetas 
In The News 
mm fWi 
Mrs. Delia M. Hunt (shown speaking) was honored by the 
College of Home Economics. 
postmarked by February 28, 
1979. 
Background information, 
significant rules and applica-
ENGINEERS 
National Haa Put It All Togatharl 
Our phenomenal growth means significant responsibil i ty and the rewards that  go 
with It  -  from the day you beglnl Fast-paced careers In the fssteat  growing 
Industry are at  National Semiconductor.  
On-Campua Interviews 
February 7, 1979 
We have a wide variety of openings for Design, Process,  Product and Test  Engineers In al l  
Integrated circuit  technologies.  Opportunit ies In our Computer Products Groups,  are for 
Hardware & Software Design/Development Engineers.  Current posit ions are available at  our 
facil i t ies In Santa Clara,  CA, San Diego, CA, Danbury,  CN, and Salt  Lake City,  UT. Explore 
the advantages of establishing a solid career with a company whose growth parallels your 
objectives.  
Individuals unable to attend are requested to submit their  resume to the College Relations 
Coordinator at  the location of your choice.  National Semiconductor,  2900 Semiconductor 




PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
EMPLOYEES FEDERAL 
mimiiam 
P. O. BOX 2606 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Years 




9% Annual Percentage Rate 
10% Annual Percentage Rate 
12% Annual Percentage Rate 
7% Annual Percentage Rate 
OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit 
Not for Charity 
But for Service" 
OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 3:30-6:30 p.m. 
PHONE: (713/ 857-4925) 
OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House 
tion forms — which must 
accompany all entries — are 
available from: Woodlands 
Conference, University of 
Houston, 312 C & O. Houston, 
Texas 77004. 
Participation in the Mitchell 
Prize competition is being 
encouraged in more than 150 
countries around the world. In 
addition to receiving cash 
awards, the winners will be 
invited to take part in the 
Woodlands Conference on 
Growth Policies, and their 
papers or entries will be 
included in publications that 
are expected to emanate from 
the October 1979 meeting. The 
conference is part of a ten-year 
series of international biennial 
assemblies aimed at stimula­
ting research and discussion 
into problems associated with 
Interested Zetas are young 
ladies who desire to be 
members of the Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority, Inc., Omega Gamma 
Chapter. 
The club's pupose is to 
acquaint the members of the 
I-Z club with the ladies of Zeta 
Phi Beta Sor., and to raise 
growing demands for the 
earth's available resources. 
The conference is sponsored 
by the Aspen Institute for 
Humanistic Studies, University 
of Houston System, Center For 
Integrative Studies, and Mit­
chell and Development Corp., 
of which George Mitchell is 
chairman and president. 
money for the pledge period. 
Recently, a dance was given to 
help promote the fund-raising 
effort. 
Members of the I-Z club are: 
Judy Armstrong, jr., Elem. Ed. 
major from Houston; Robbi 
Brown, sr., electrical engineer­
ing major from Dallas; Lynn 
Byrd, soph., office administra­
tion major from Houston; 
Susan Carmon, soph., electrical 
engineering major from Hous­
ton; Nancy Carr, jr., sociology 
ed. major from Houston; Bobbi 
Calloway, jr., physical educa­
tion major from Calvert; 
Claudia Emanuel, soph., elec­
trical engineering major from 
See ZETAS, Page 11 
WEST LOOP 
C L I N I C  
2909 W. Loop S. 610 




Free Pregnancy Testing 
THEI 
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With: BS/EE. BS/ME. 
MS/EE. MS/ME. 
Wanted. Indeed, 
needed. As soon as 
possible As Design 
Engineers. Mecha­
nisms Design Engi­
neers. Test Engineers. 
Systems Engineers 
For now. For tomorrow 











Rich environment. A 
career. Emerson 
Electronics & Space. 
The fastest growing 
company in its field. 
The fastest way to 
satisfy your wants and, 
of course, your needs. 
E&S |S All Our 
Markets 
Really Want. 
Emerson Electronics & 
Space: Our research. 
Design. Testing Pro­
duction. Electronic 
products and systems. 
Results. 
E&S |g All Our 
Stockholders 
Really Want. 
Emerson Electric ... 
E&S's parent organiza­
tion. Billion-dollar firm. 
International. Multi-
market. FORTUNE200 
Company. Rated one 
of five oest-managed 
companies in America 
by DUNS REVIEW. 
Rated outstanding by 
our professional and 
skilled colleagues 
E&S m All In All, 




January 30, 1979 
9:00 A.M. 4:30 P.M. 
P r a i r i e  V i e w  A & M  
University 
Sign up now in the 
Placement Office. 
(And want no more.) 
li 
EMERSON For more information contact 
Terry Rossell 
Emerson Electric Company 
Electronics & Space Division 
8100 V\fest Florissant 
St. Louis, Missouri 63136 
Telephone: (314) 553-2119 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Zetas— 
CONTINUED from Page 10 
Oakwood; Jennifier Forney, jr., 
mechanical engineering major 
from Houston; Cheryl Hackett, 
jr., communications major 
From Fort Worth; Ivi Johnson, 
Jr., elem. ed. major from 
Houston; Lydia Mitchell, 
soph., electricai engineering 
major from Houston; Diana 
Richardson, soph., electrical 
engineering major from Atlan­
ta, Georgia; and Rhonda 
Williams, soph., music major 
from Dallas. 
Officers are: Robbi Brown, 
president; Nancy Carr, vice-
president; Susan Carmon, 
secretary; Lydia Mitchell, 
treasurer; Judy Armstrong and 
Jennifier Forney, parliamenta­
rians; Armstrong and Forney, 




A large number of students 
answered the call for yearbook 
volunteer workers as an 
organizational meeting was 
held last week. 
Special immediate emphasis 
is being given to special 
features, including campus 
queens and who's who. The 
project to select 'Most 
Beautiful" etc. is being put 
together also. 
Campus organizations are 
being asked to register with the 
Publication Office and set 
schedules for group and 
individual photos. 
Journalism Scholarships Announced 
The Ralph McGill Scholar­
ship Fund offers scholarships 
for the 1979-80 school year of 
up to $1,500 each to students 
with southern backgrounds 
who have completed at least 
two years of college, Jack 
Tarver, chairman of the 
Scholarship Fund, said today. 
Tarver said May 1st is the 
deadline for applications. He 
said a number of scholarships 
yicuiyz 
• FRIED CHICKEN 
• PIZZA 
• SPAGHETTI 
• PO BOYS 
Drive In or Carry Out 
826-3491 HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS 
are awarded each year to 
students who have demonstra­
ted a long-time interest in the 
news and editorial phase of 
newspapering. 
Scholarships, he said, are 
limited to those young men and 
women whose roots lie in the 
south. Applicants must also 
convince the Awards Commit­
tee that they firmly intend to 
pursue a career in deaily or 
weekly newspapering. Tarver 
said the Awards Committee 
wants to give scholarships to 
those who are likely to become 
leaders in the newspaper field. 
Successful applicants will be 
required to maintain a "B" 
average in order to keep the 
scholarship. 
A letter of not more than 500 
words telling why the applicant 
wants a scholarship, together 
with a photograph of the 
applicant, must accompany 
each application. Applicants 
also must have a letter of 
recommendation from a college 
authority. 
Application blanks may be 
obtained from: The Ralph 
McGill Scholarship Fund; Box 
4689; Atlanta, Georgia 30302. 
Wesley Foundation -
Methodist Campus Ministry 
1979Spring Semester Offerings 
Back to School Disco Party — Wednesday, January 17, 
1979; 7:30 p.m., Upward Bound Building. 
Weekly University Community Fellowship — each 
Wednesday, 9:00-12:30, Memorial Student Center #135; bite, 
drink, relax, and express concerns. 
Mid-Week Inspiration Hour — Wednesday (weekly), 7:30 
p.m., MSC #135 or otherwise announced. 
Valentine Party — Wednesday, February 14, 7:30 p.m., 
MSC Ballroom or TBA 
Spring Festival — TBA (late in March or April) 
SEMINARS: 
Love and Marriage — Tuesday (weekly), 4:00 p.m., MSC 
#135. 
Book of Revelation — Wednesday (weekly), 4:00 p.m., MSC 
#135. 
Work and Office of the Ministry (Persons desiring to enter 
the public professional Christian ministry — TBA — See the 
director). 
RETREATS AND OTHER OPPORTUNITIES: 
All campus spring retreat — Lakeview Methodist Assembly, 
Palestine, Texas, February 2-4. See director for details. 
Sr. High Mid-Winter Camp Counselors — Lakeview, 
February 16-18 and 23-25. See director. 
WORSHIP AND OUT REACH: 
Regular Sunday Services: First United Methodist Church, V* 
mile east of the Freeze King on the PV-Waller Road. Sunday 
School 9:45-10:45 a.m. Morning worship 11:00-12:00 a.m. 
Special Worship Services TBA, including outside visits. 
All persons are invited and welcome to participate in any or 
all activities. It is called Methodist because it is supported by the 
United Methodist Church, but is for all persons. The director is 
available for you in what ever way he can be. 
Director: The Reverend Darnell L. Walker, 202B Holley 
Hall, 3128, 2126, 3929. 
Some other contact persons: Mr. Samuel Montgomery, 2627 
(Adm. Bldg., B-2); The Reverend Reginald Garrett, 2514 (Adm. 
Bldg., Fiscal Office) Dr. I. C. Gordon, 4955, (Upward Bound 
Bldg.); The Reverend (Mrs.) Raye Lott Brown, 3036 (Sr. Fellow 
Banks Hall); The Reverend W. Van Johnson, 4410 (MSC 203, 
University Chaplain). 
PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS 
Where You Get More Than Just 
A Welcome and Good Service 
COT HUG-HEMPSTEAD 




Tl Equipment Group 
Match your degree to our multitude of openings. 

















Field Test Support 
Logic Design 





Thin/Thick Film Design 
Fab Liaison Engineering 




















































Live in Dallas. 
The Southwest's largest and liveliest metropolitan area. 
Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is famous for-
yet an economical place to make a home. Cost of living is way below the urban U.S. average. And 
there's no state income tax. The country's 7th largest city has year-round sunshine plus lots of 
lakes and facilities to enjoy it. Dallas and surrounding area has 47 colleges, 50 hospitals, 2 major 
medical education and research institutions, and a wealth of major media and entertainment. 
Interviewing on Campus 
February 1 
If unable to interview at this time, send resume to: Ruth Lodowski/Texas Instruments/P. 0. Box 
226015, M.S. 222/Dallas,Texas 75266. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
I N C O R P O R A T E D  
An equal opportunity employer M/F 
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An Equal Opportunity Employer 
MCAUTO 
PROGRAMMING CHALLENGES 
The Programming Sciences area of McDonnell 
Douglas Automation Company has opportunities 
for college graduates with Bachelor or Master 
degrees in Computer Science, Mathematics, 
Physics and Engineering. 
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Opportunities to design, implement and 
maintain state-of-the-art graphics ap­
plications for Business and Engineering 
on HP-3000 Mini-Computers, IBM 370 
MVS/TSO, and CDC Cyber 175 Com­
puter Systems. 
REAL TIME APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMING 
Opportunities to develop sophisticated 
systems software for mini-computer 
based systems and general purpose 
computers such as the IBM 370. 
ENGINEERING PROGRAMMING 
APPLICATIONS 
Develop and maintain Civil, Structural, 
and Mechanical Engineering software. 
DATA-BASE APPLICATIONS 
CONSULTING 
Work with prospective users of the 
System 2000 Data-Base Management 
System in the areas of application 
development, user training, documenta­
tion, and systems implementation. 
MANAGEMENT CONTROL 
PROGRAMMING APPLICATIONS 
Examples include developing critical 
path scheduling algorithms, resource 




Opportunities in Robotics to develop a 
control language, vision techniques, 
and control systems. 
The McDonnell Douglas Representative will be at your campus on: 
Monday 
February 5, 1979 
Make an appointment through your Placement Office to talk to us about your future, 
or send your resume to: T. P. Stiffler • College Relations Manager 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. 
P.O. Box 516 • Department 062 
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 
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"She's Just A Little Girl" 
T H I R T E E N  
By Cheryl Y. Hackett 
No'e: Unwanted teenage 
pregnancy is a problem which 
is widespread throughout the 
United States. It can be a 
poignant experience with as 
many sentiments attached to it 
as there are people involved. In 
the short but moving narrative 
below, Cheryl Yvonne Hackett 
describes the scene of a young 
girl facing this problem. 
As I strolled down the street 
upon which my childhood years 
had been spent, I noticed a 
little girl crying in her window, 
peering hopelessly at the vacant 
schoolyard across the street. 
Tired and hungry, I decided to 
sit and rest a while. Quietness 
and freshness seemed to 
dominate my senses as I 
approached the bench; only the 
rhythmic ticking of my watch 
would break the stillness 
surrounding me. Suddenly, a 
loud bell rang out and children 
ran from several directions to 
form a line. Puzzled by their 
behavior, I decided to go and 
see what was going on. As I 
crossed the street I savored the 
aroma of delicious and highly 
seasoned food. Failing to get 
the attention of busy cafeteria 
workers, I went to the counter 
and settled for a sandwich, 
chips and some milk. 
As I hurriedly walked back 
to the bench, I noticed that the 
little girl had come outside and 
was standing by a tall and 
beautiful oak tree. I was 
astonished to see the protrusion 
from the big, soft, flowered 
blouse that she wore. She was 
pregnant. Her complexion was 
healthy and glowing, highlight­
ed by her rosy and blooming 
cheeks. Her dull-braided hair 
hung to her shoulders with 
bows and ribbons tied neatly 
around them. Her otherwise 
adolescent frame revealed that 
she couldn't have been much 
more than 13 years old. I 
smiled and said hello. She 
looked up with her bloodshot 
eyes fixed, soft tears streaming 
and she saw misery. She stood 
there stoically; yet in her heart 
she knew she was adrift in a 
sea of trouble. The voice of 
someone calling and the sound 
of footsteps drew closer and 
closer. The squeaks from the 
door preceded an older 
woman's appearance on the 
porch. Her face was pale with 
tight, pinched wrinkles at each 
corner. 
The little girl turned to look 
straight into her mother's cold, 
black eyes. "Come inside!" her 
mother demanded congently. 
Quickly but unassuredly she 
follow-her mother's path, 
frightened and confused about 
a condition which few people, 
young or old, seem to be able to 
cope with. 
In Support of The Cagers 
DELTA KAPPA WORKSHOP - Dr. Jack Frymier, representative of the national 
office conducted the workshop on Climate for Learning on January 15-16. A total of 35 
persons participated including educators from five independent school districts and Houston 
Community College. 
By Bennie Brown 
With the arrival of the new 
year, new hopes and dreams for 
PVAMU's basketball team 
have also arrived, and the man 
who has the most dreams is 
Coach Elwood Plummer. 
Although the season has not 
been fully satisfying for Coach 
Plummer and his basketball 
squad, he feels strongly that his 
team is as good as any team 
they've played all year. He see 
better things ahead for his team 
in the near future. 
Recently, I talked with the 
man who is considered by his 
peers to be a young and very 
intelligent coach. 
Q. Are you proud of the way 
the Panthers are playing now? 
A. At this particular time, 
I'm not real pleased with our 
playing, because I think we are 
a little lackadaisical on defense 
sometimes. And also we play 
good ball at times and other 
times we don't. So at this point, 
I would have to say that I'm not 
fully pleased with the way we 
are playing. 
Q. Is there any chance the 
Panthers might win SWAC? 
A. Well, I don't think there is 
any chance for us to win SWAC 
now, but we could come out in 
second or third place. And this 
is what we are striving for right 
now. 
Q. Compare this year team to 
the previous teams you've 
coached at PVAMU. 
A I think this team is going 
to be a real fine team. I don't 
think that we have reached our 
potential yet. I'll have to say 
that the best team I've coached 
was the '75 team with Marvin 
Jackson at forward, Brooks at 
center and Butch Grant and 
Charles Gant at guards. 
However I feel that this years 
team has the potential to match 
75s' team. 
Q- Are there any stars on this 
team or are they all individuals 
playing together to win? 
A. We don't look at any body 
as being a star. We try to play 
team ball and stress team 
effort, and to play together as a 
unit. We do have people who 
lead in various categories, for 
example, Larry Hagan and 
George Walker are leading in 
scoring. Melvin Smith and A1 
Reynolds are leading in 
rebounds and a couple of guys 
are leading in assists. So no, we 
don't have any stars. We play 
together as a unit. 
Q. How do you get your 
players up for a game? 
A. Well, we try to motivate 
our players through the team 
that we are playing, and we try 
to tell them how important this 
game means to them and they 
need to do to win. 
Q. Are you pleased with the 
student support that the cagers 
receive at home and away from 
home? 
A. I'm pleased with the way 
that the students support us at 
home. We have a built-in 
audience and we are going to 
always have from four to five 
thousand fans at the game. But 
on our away games, I would 
like to have more support from 
the student body. 
Q. Do you believe that the 
support of the fans could very 
well play a vital part in helping 
to make the athletic programs 
on campus a winner? 
A. Yes, I believe that the 
students and faculty play an 
important part in building the 
players moral and giving the 
guys the upper hand to make 
them play with alot of 
enthusiasm. 
Q. Are there any other 
comments you would like to 
make? 
A. I would like to let the fans 
know that the players and 
coaches appreciate your sup­
port very much. So keep on 
supporting us. 
Agriculture— 
CONTINUED from Page 7 
The U.S. plans to send and 
study teams to China in (1) 
pasture and range management 
(2) medicinal herbs, (3) 
horticulture (fruit culture), (4) 
multiple cropping, (5) water 




Enter the World of Honeywell Avionics... 
It's more exciting than you can imagine. 
Our Representatives will be on Campus February 1 
As you read this today, the professionals at Honeywell Avionics 
are embarking on yet another series of challenging, stimulating 
projects crucial to our government and commercial airline space 
and advanced aviation programs. 
At one time or another, each of our employees searched - just as 
you are - for a similarly professional environment condusive to 
progressive, innovative thinking and receptive to the strong 
individual. Over the years, Honeywell Avionics has consistently 
fostered just such a constructive environment. 
Today, we are proud to offer you more of these kinds of 
opportunities...growth positions that will enable us, and you...to 
continue moving ahead. 
Our business is located in the culturally and commercially 
sophisticated environment of Minneapolis and St. Paul. A healthy 
blend of understated midwestern friendliness and metropolitan 
vigor, Minnesota's synthesis of forests, lakes and people offer an 
exceptional quality of life. 
If your ambitious career goals include a corporation posture to 
remain a leader, your future can begin at Honeywell Avionics. We 
have immediate openings for qualified BSEE, MSEE, BSME, BSIE 
and Computer Science Engineering Graduates in the areas of: 
• Design Engineering, 
• Software Engineering 
• Production Engineering, 
• Quality Engineering 
• Field Engineering 
We are also seeking, accounting and business administration 
graduates. 
For further information, check with your placement office or 
contact: 
Bernie Baker, College Relations Manager, 
HONEYWELL Avionics Division, 
2600 Ridgway Parkway, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
Honeywell 
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SWAC League Standings 
(Through Monday, January 22) 
CONFERENCE 
Team W L Pet. 
Alcorn State 6 . .0 1.000 
Grambling State 5 .833 
Texas Southern 4 .2. .667 
Southern Univ.. . 3 3 . .500 
Prairie View ? 4 .333 
Mississippi Valley n . 5 .000 
Jackson State 0 5 .000 
OVERALL 
GB W I Pet. 
0 16 0 1.000 
1 12 2 857 
2 9 8 .529 
3 10 8 .555 
4 8 8 .500 
5'/i 5 11 . . .312 
5'/J 7 10 . . .411 
"Invastion of The Body Snatchers" was produced by 
Robert Solo and directed by Phil Kaufman. The film stars 
Donald Sutherland, Brooke Adams, and Leonard Nimoy. The 
screenplay was written by W. D. Richter and was based on the 
novel The Body Snatchers by Jack Finney. 
Accept The Rockwell Electronics Challenge! 
You're about to make the most difficult move of your life...selecting your first full time job. 
We'd like to help you make the right decision. That's why we're putting down the cube and 
bringing things to a head. 
When it comes to Electronics. Rockwell goes across the board. As a recognized world leader 
in sophisticated electronic components, products and systems, we span the globe serving a 
vast array of markets in avionics, telecommunications, navigation, missiles, sensors, systems 
integration, and electronic devices. 
% 
Rockwell offers hundreds of career choices to a number of choice people. If you're an EE, IE, 
ME, Physics, Math or Computer Science major...we invite you to accept the Rockwell 
challenge. Contact your placement office today for an immediate interview. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f 
Rockwell International 
Electronics Operations 
Black History Month Agenda 
February,  1979 
February 1, 1979 - Black Heritage, Costume Ball, Old 
Gymnasium, 8:00 p.m. Sponsored by The Jr. Fellows. 
Contributions of Black to Military Service during Drill. 
Sponsored Army ROTC 3:30 p.m. 
February 4,1979 — Jack and Jill of America, Film Festival, 2:30 
p.m. Learning Resource Center 
February 6,1979 — 21st Annual Minister's Conference Christianity 
and Cultism: A Modern Day Dilemma. Theme: The Role of the 
Black Church and Higher Education. Press Conference, 9:00 a.m. 
Field House Room 58. 2:00-4:00 Guest Lecuturer — Dr. Bernilee 
Faison, Memorial Center and 12:00 noon. Day Sermon, Alumni 
Hall, Rev. James A. Covington. 
February 7, 1979 — Seminar, The Department of Biology, 3:30 
p.m. Convocation Service, speaker, Robert L. Pruitt. 
February 8, 1979 
Book Reivew: All Is Well by Julius Lester, 1:30 p.m. Second 
Floor of the W. R. Banks Library. Sponsored by Library Staff. 
Seminar on Women, Mrs. Jimmie Poindexter, Elderly Black 
Women: Quadruple Jeopardy, Dr. Sarah Williams, Black Women 
in Occupations, Drew Hall Seminar Room, 6:00 p.m. Sponsored 
by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
February 12,1979 — Genesis, Juba and Other Jewels: A Song step 
of Black America, All God's Children, two one hour TV specials 
of Black America, 7:00 LRC. 
Februarv 13,1979 — Dr. Howard J. Jones, History: A Tool of Self 
Perception, 10:30 a.m. Hobart Taylor Seminar Room 1A110, 
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
February 14, 1979 — The Cultural Growth of Black America, 
discussion on black entertainers, 1:30 p.m. W. R. Banks Library 
sponsored by College of Education — Curriculum and 
Instruction. Biology Seminar, 3:30 p.m.. Cultural Success 
Seminar Black Poetry, 6:00 p.m., Memorial Center, sponsored 
by Office of Student Affairs. Black Poetry Reading, (to be 
announced), sponsored by The Departaent of English. 
February 15,1979 — Apartheid in South Africa, National Coalition 
to support African Liberation, 6:00 p.m., Holly Hall Seminar 
Room, sponsored by African Student Organization. 
February 16,1979 — Federal Career's Day, Career Education and 
Placement Services. 
February 16, 1979 — Federal Career's Day, Career Education and 
Placement Services. 
February 17,1979 — Graduates Celebrate Black History, (program 
to be announced), sponsored by Educational Administration and 
Superivsion and Counselor Education of the College of 
Education. Soul Food Dinner, Navy ROTC (Invitation Only). 
February 19,1979 — Role of Blacks in the Media, Mr. Ed Shannon, 
1:30 LRC, sponsored by Faculty of Communications. Dr. Jav 
Chunn, Howard University, 2:30 p.m. Department of Sociology. 
Portraits of Famous Blacks: Past, Present & Future, Drew Hall, 
sponsored by Jr. Fellows and Managers of Drew Hall. 
February 20,1979 — The Effects of the Gamma Rays on The Man 
in the Moon Marigolds, 8:00 p.m., Little Theatre, Hobart Taylor, 
play sponsored by the Charles Gilpin Players. Hour of Gospel 
Music, 7:30 p.m., Ballroom Memorial Center, sponsored by 
Baptist Student Movement Choir. 
February 21,1979 — Cultural Growth of Black America, 1:30 W.R. 
Banks Library, Politics Section, sponsored by College of 
Education, Curriculum & Instruction. Biology Seminar, 3:30 
Department of Biology. The Effects of the Gamma Rays on the 
Man in the Moon Marigolds, 8:00 p.m., Little Theatre, Hobart 
Taylor, play sponsored by the Charles Gilpin Players. 
February 22, 1979 — Black Americans Lack of An Ephos, 1:30 
p.m., Administration Auditorium, Mr. W. Walker, Political 
Science Department, sponsored by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, 
Inc., Concert of Afro-American Music, 8:00 p.m., Recital Hall — 
Hobart Taylor, University Chorale, Dr. Robert Henry, 
Conductor. Book Review, The Man Who Cried I Am, 1:30 p.m., 
second floor W. R. Banks Library, sponsored by Library Staff. 
The Effects of the Gamma Rays on the Man in the Moon 
Marigolds, 8:00 p.m., Little Theatre, Hobart Taylor, play 
sponsored by the Charles Gilpin Players. 
February 26,1979 — Guilt, Anger, Fear: Black Folks, White Folks, 
a Flip Side of The Coin, Dr. Allen Carter, Psychology 
Department, 10:30 a.m., Administration Auditorium, sponsored 
by Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Black Reflections in 
Movement, 8:00, Administration Auditorium. sDonsored by 
Theatre Movement Workshop and Modern Dance Class. 
February 27,1979 — The Effects of Gamma Rays on the Man in the 
Moon Marigolds, 8:00 p.m., Little Theatre — Hobart Taylor, 
play sponsored by The Charles Gilpin Players. 
J®^® Cultural Growth of Black America, 1:30 
W. R. Banks Library, Education Section, sponsored by College 
of Education, Curriculum and Instruction. Book Reivew, 
Congressional and Public Reaction to Wilson's Caribbean Policy, 
1913-1917, Dr. Purvis M. Carter, History Department, 6:00 p.m. 
President s Campus House. The Effects of the Gamma Rays on 
the Man in the Moon Marigolds, 8:00, Little Theatre — Hobart 
Taylor, play sponsored by the Charles Gilpin Players. 
jpssswoswaewcwi 
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Women's Track Schedule 
1978-79 
Cross Country—Indoors—Outdoors 
Howord M. Smith, Director 
Meet 
SWAC-Grambling Univ 
. - San Jacinto College 
. L.S.U. Indoor Track & Field 
Location 
. Gramlbing, La. 
Pasadena, Tx. 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Date 
NOVEMBER 
6  . . . .  




6 Muhammad Ali Invitational Long Beach, Ca. 
20 U.S. Olympics Invitational New York City 
FEBRUARY 
3 SWAC Indoor Monroe, La. 
9 Millrose Games New York 
17 Ty-Terrell Beaumont, Tx. 
23 National AAU Indoor New York City 
23-2 4 Astro-belle Relays Houston, Tx 
MARCH 
2-3 Fort Worth Recreation Open Fort Worth, Tx. 
2,3,4 Senior USA/USSR Indoor Dual Meet United States 
9-10 Open 
16-17 Texas Southern Relays Houston, Tx. 
23-24 Texas A&M Relays College Sation, Tx. 
30-31 Prairie View Relays Prairie View, Tx. 
APRIL 
5- 7 Texas Relays Austin, Tx. 
13-14 Tennessee State Relays Nashville, Tenn. 
20-21 Pelican Relays Baton Rouge, La. 
27-28 Drake Relays Des Moines, Iowa 
MAY 
4-5 SWAC Outdoors Prairie View, Tx. 
11-12 Kingston, Jamaica Jamaica, W.I. 
19-20 Lite Invitational Durham, N.C. 
24-2 6 A.I.A.W East Lansing, Mich. 
25-2 6 U.S.T.F.F Wichita, Kansas 
JUNE 
1-2 Muhammad Ali Invitational Outdoors T.B.A. 
14-1 6 A.A.U T.B.A. 
14-16 Pan Am Trials T.B.A. 
JULY 
1-15 Pan American Games San Juan, P.R. 
6- 8 Senior USA/USSR Ourdoor Dual Meet . United States 
JULY-AUGUST 
21-5 Spartakiade Meet Moscow 
24-26 World Cup II Montreal 
8-13 World University Games Mexico City 
Panthers Drop Jarvis College 
Boost Season 
Record to 9-8 
Senior guard Larry Hagan 
scored 30 points to lead Prairie 
View A&M University to a 
convenient 112-98 win over 
Jarvis Christian College Thurs­
day at the Prairie View Little 
Dome. 
The win boosted the 
Panthers' record to 9-8 in 
overall competition and 2-4 in 
conference play. The loss gave 
Jarvis an overall record of 6-14. 
The Panthers jumped out to 
a ten-point lead in the first 
quarter which set the stage for 
the game's outcome. Other 
than a second quarter rally 
which had Jarivs within two 
points of Prairie View, the east 
Texas team never posed a 
viable threat to Prairie View 
and trailed the Panthers 
throughout the game. 
Taking advantage of exces­
sive fouling in the first half, 
Prairie View made roughly 85 
percent of their free throws 
which helped them to a 47-43 
lead at halftime. 
At the start of the second 
half, Hagan dispelled most 
hopes of a Jarvis rally after 
tallying 14 points before the 
first five minutes had elapsed. 
Jarvis' Anthony Suttles and 
Donnie Alexander together 
scored 40 points but Jarvis' 
mediocre 60 per cent free throw 
showing and ever-pressing 
Panther defense marred their 
chances for a victory. 
HELP WANTED 
Addressers Wanted Immed­
iately! Work at home — no 
experience necessary — 
excellent pay. Write Ameri-. 
can Service, 8350 Park Lane, 
Suite 269, Dallas, TX 75231, 
SCENES IN THE LITTLE DOME ON ANY BASKETBALL NIGHT. 
Zetas— 
CONTINUED from Page II 
business managers; Bobbi 
Calloway, sergeant-at-arms; 
and Cheryl Hackett, reporter. 
Meetings are scheduled every 
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. 
Reporter, Cheryl Hackett 
Intramural Recreation 
SPRING SCHEDULE 
Activity Time Day 
Half-Court Basketball/Volleyball 5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m Daily 
3 on 3 Tourney 7:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.. Tues.-Thurs. 
Recreational Swimming 7:00 p.m.- 8:0Dp.m.. Tues.-Thurs. 
Basketball Tournament 7:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.. Tues.-Thurs. 
Softball Tournament 4-8-79 
Aquatic Arts Show 4-10-79 
Track & Field Meet 4-28-79 
Community League Basketball Kids 7-12 6:30-8:00 p.m.. Tues.-Thurs. 
4:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m Fridays 
10:00 a.m.-12 Noon Saturdays 
MILK ICE CUBES 
KEEP WEEL ON PICNICS 
Keep milk cold and safe on 
picnics and day outings, make 
milk cubes in ice cube trays. 




The Pantherettes basketball 
team has won eleven of 20 
games played during the 
1978-79 season. Their SWAC 
record is 2-2. 
Coach Hurst's team has been 
playing excellent ball this 
season and are in the process of 
having a very productive season 
for women's basketball. 
leading scorers on the team 
are Mary Gray, Debria 
Williams, Linda Bell and 
Debra Gardner. 



















North San Jac46 
Rice University 47 
Baylor 103 
Texas A&M 89 
North San Jac. 52 
Central State Univ. 67 
Langston Univ. 74 
T.C.U. 73 
T.S.U. 55 
Fort Hood 46 
Jackson 72 
Southern University 98 
San Antonio College 63 
Bishop College 44 
Grambling Univ. 58 
Fort Hood 62 
February Basketball Schedule 
FEBRUARY 
1 Mississippi Valley State U. Itta Bena, Miss. 
3 Jackson State University Jackson, Miss. 
5 Southern University Baton Rouge, La. 
7 Wiley College Prairie View, Tx. 
9 Paul Quinn College Waco, Tx. 
12 WileyCollege Marshall, Tx. 
14 Houston Tillotson College Austin, Tx. 
17 Texas Southern University Prairie View, Tx. 
22.23 8,24 SWAC Tournament Baton Rouge, La. 
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK 
LARRY HAGAN 
Scored 27 points in game with Alcorn State; 
Panthers lost 103-89. Hagan is leading 
Panther scorer. 
MELVIN SMITH 
6-8 Center, junior from San Antonio. Smith 
is leading Panther in rebounds, averaging 
9 each game. 
UUUIY HAG/VIM 
£ S.W.A.C. PLAYER OF THE WEEK X S.W.A.C. PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
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